MODULAR, ECONOMICAL, ALL-STAINLESS RECEIVERS

The TLR is available in two configurations. The hopper loading version fits directly on top of a bin or drying hopper, or any other type of vessel. Its wide discharge valve incorporates a demand switch allowing the TLR to automatically keep the receiving bin full (also available with a remote demand sensor).

The direct feed version is equipped with a 1 or 2 lb. glass hopper and couples easily to your processing machine throat. If the machine throat is not vacuum-tight an optional isolator valve may be added. The demand sensor may be shot-size adjusted up and down the glass hopper.

The drop-in screen filter module provides more than 40 square inches of 20 mesh filter area for efficient air/material separation.

- **Modular, easy cleaning**
  All chambers come apart without tools for easy access, material changes and cleaning.

- **Compact, attractive**
  The 4.5 inch diameter receiver sports an electro-polished stainless steel finish that will compliment any facility while requiring almost no maintenance.

- **Versatile use**
  Available in both hopper loading and direct throat feeding versions, the TLR may also be equipped with compact ratio valve.

- **Easy-access hinged lid**
  No-tools, swing clip opens easily for maintenance.

- **Choice of control**
  Select either the Universal Terminal Box (UTB) or the ELC loading control for your receiver. The standard UTB works with B-32, FLX-128, or ELS central loading controls. The optional ELC control is a stand-alone loading control based on a receiver integrated CAN open network. See the Easy Loading Control (ELC) specifications sheet for more information.
SPECIFICATIONS

**TLR MODEL TUBE LOADER**

**Hopper loading**

**Direct feed**

Milacron’s exclusive Universal Terminal Box (UTB) allows modular, plug-in options, and the TLR may be readily connected to any central or remote vacuum system with a single, electrical connector.

**SPECIFICATION NOTES:**

* The optional isolator valve adds 1.625 inches (41.3 mm) to the height.

† Specifications may change without notice. Check with a Milacron representative for the most current information.